Dynamic cine mode imaging of the normal aortic valve using 16-channel multidetector row computed tomography.
We investigated the feasibility and image quality of dynamic cine-mode imaging of the normal aortic valve using multidetector row computed tomography (MDCT). We acquired contrast-enhanced retrospectively echocardiography (ECG)-gated cardiac MDCT datasets of 35 patients (mean age, 62 years; range, 53-77) who received a transoesophageal echocardiography (TOE) precedent to cardiac bypass graft surgery. Twenty data sets in 5% steps of the R-R interval were reconstructed, and data analysis was performed using a 4D software. Read-out of the MDCT data was performed in parallel and perpendicular planes, similar to TOE standard planes, by 2 independent, blinded readers using a 4-point Likert scale (best score: 4) for the following parameters: image quality of the aortic valve components, contrast media enhancement, contrast media inflow related artifacts, and ECG gating-related artifacts. The aortic valve area (AVA) was measured planimetrically and was compared between TOE and MDCT. The best phase for assessing the open valve using MDCT was at 5% and the closed valve at 65% of the cardiac cycle. The mean image quality scores for cine-mode MDCT ranged between 3.26 and 3.75, with inter-reader agreements ranging between good (kappa = 0.723) and excellent (kappa = 1.00). They did not differ significantly from TOE scores for assessment of the closed and open valve. In transitional phases (close-to-open and open-to-close) TOE performed significantly better when compared with static MDCT images, whereas no significant difference was present between cine-mode presentation of MDCT and TOE. Planimetric AVA measurements correlated significantly between TOE and MDCT (Pearson correlation coefficient, r = 0.96; P < 0.0001). Contrast media inflow-related and ECG gating related artifacts were rated as slightly compromising (scores 3.24 and 3.21). Retrospectively ECG-gated MDCT offers a noninvasive, accurate, and dynamic imaging method for quantitative and qualitative evaluation of the normal aortic valve allowing determination of morphology and function throughout the cardiac cycle. Further studies regarding assessment of diseased valves are necessary.